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All attendees' lines are muted

All questions can be typed using the Chat function.
Pennie Reps will answer them one-on-one, publish, or audibly address.

MS Teams Live Conference Call
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Today’s Agenda

1. Welcome & Community Partner Update

2. Recent Pennie Platform Updates

3. Annual Income Verification

4. Social Security Number (SSN) FAQs

5. Questions & Feedback



Pennie Community Partner 
Resource Site Updates
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Community Partner Updates

Pennie's 2023 Broker Training is under development
Projected launch – mid August 2022 for OEP 2023
Resource: https://agency.pennie.com/brokercertification/

https://agency.pennie.com/brokercertification/
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Pennie's 2022/2023 Assister Training is under development
Projected launch - mid September 2022 for OEP 2023
Resource: https://agency.pennie.com/assisters/
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Community Partner Updates

https://agency.pennie.com/assisters/
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A guide is being developed to help new Assisters with their application process to become a Registered Assister 
through the Pennsylvania Insurance Department's Sircon Platform – special thanks to Cognosante and Mendoza 
Group for their efforts in developing the guide!
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Community Partner Updates
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Do you have a suggestion for improving the Pennie Community Partners website?

We want to hear from you! - https://pennie.com/community-partners/
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Community Partner Updates

https://pennie.com/community-partners/
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Pennie's 2021 Annual Report is available!
Resource: https://agency.pennie.com/newsroom/ (click on Annual Reports on the right)
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Community Partner Updates

https://agency.pennie.com/newsroom/
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Pennie's new Waiting Room flyer – a great resource for the public!
Resource: https://agency.pennie.com/toolkit/
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Community Partner Updates

https://agency.pennie.com/toolkit/
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Pennie's Small Business flyer – promotes Pennie as an option for small businesses and their employees.
Resource: https://agency.pennie.com/toolkit/
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Community Partner Updates

https://agency.pennie.com/toolkit/
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Pennie's Customer Guide to Designate a Broker or Assister - Helps customers connect with Pennie's best local resources!
Resource: https://agency.pennie.com/toolkit/
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Community Partner Updates

https://agency.pennie.com/toolkit/
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Pennie/DHS Helpers:

Resource: https://www.dhs.pa.gov/PHE/Pages/Helpers.aspx
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Community Partner Updates

https://www.dhs.pa.gov/PHE/Pages/Helpers.aspx
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Pennie Glossary – English/Spanish Updated
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Community Partner Updates
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State of the Union on Latino Health – Take-Aways
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Community Partner Updates

Barriers preventing Latinos from acquiring 
competent health care:

• Lack of health insurance
• Language barriers
• Lack of transportation
• Isolation
• Invisibility
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Decks and Recordings for Pennie Community Workgroup Meetings:

Resource: https://agency.pennie.com/pennie-community-workgroup/
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Community Partner Updates

https://agency.pennie.com/pennie-community-workgroup/


Recent Pennie System 
Enhancements
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Pennie System Enhancements

Automated Eligibility for Medicaid/CHIP Account Transfers

● Scenario:  Application originates from Medicaid/CHIP and sent to Pennie

● Previous functionality:  

○ Pennie creates draft application, and notifies customer to take action

○ Customer must login to Pennie, click through the pre-populated application, and then submit to get eligibility 
determination. 

○ Customer submits life event and then shops for a plan.

● New functionality:  

○ Pennie submits application automatically, and notifies customer of eligibility determination.

○ Customer submits life event and then shops for a plan.

● Also fixed certain types of income were missing from Medicaid/CHIP account transfer applications

○ See February 2022 Lunch & Learn session for more details

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-yjT5iku5tg&list=PL57cUy70JMrPgOV-9rC9qHZdvVvXuRKbn&index=7
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• Low Income Special Enrollment Period (SEP) automatically applied to current 
customers with household income at or below the 150% of the Federal Poverty 
Level (FPL).
o Previously, Low Income SEP automatically granted for customers new to Pennie or who 

submitted a new eligibility application

o Starting 7/1/2022, current customers with household income <=150% FPL will automatically 
be eligible for an SEP by clicking the banner message on the customer’s dashboard.

o Eligible customers can make up to one plan change per month.

Pennie System Enhancements
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• Allow Pennie representatives to quickly resend account activation emails for 
Assisters who have not yet claimed their account.
o Previously, resending account activation emails for new assister accounts took a couple of 

steps. This enhancement eliminates those extra steps and will allow us to be able to 
immediately help new assisters access their accounts.

• Allow Pennie to publish announcements to assister and broker dashboards.
o This additional communication channel will allow more ways to help communicate key 

information to assister and broker communities.

Pennie System Enhancements
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• Avoiding Duplicate Household Creation

o Customers should only have one household account in Pennie.

o When a customer has more than one household record, we see unexpected outcomes, resulting in 
increased call volume and customer abrasion.

o How are duplicate households created?  Most are created by brokers and assisters who create a new 
household for a client but the client already has an existing household on Pennie.  

Pennie System Enhancements

• How can duplicate households be avoided?  

o New system rules help to prevent creation of duplicate households

o As an assister or broker, when working with a new client, ask them if 
they have ever applied through Pennie, had coverage through 
Pennie, or had coverage in 2020 through HealthCare.gov.  If so, they 
likely already have an existing household on Pennie.

o Help customer try to access existing household using: 

 Forgot Password (if they already have a customer login), or

 Register with Access Code to create account (use SSN if 
don’t know access code), or

 Call Pennie Customer Service to have customer designate 
you by phone



Annual Income Verification
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Annual Income Verification (AIV) is a mid-year process where Exchanges re-verify income information 
against trusted data sources to identify discrepancies and ensure customers are receiving the right amount 
of financial assistance so that customers don’t have to repay APTC on their tax return at the end of the year.

Which customers are included in the AIV process?

• Eligible for APTC of at least $1; and

• Did not already resolve an Income DMI earlier in the plan year

By excluding customers who have already provided documentation to resolve an income discrepancy with 
federal data hub, we are avoiding customer having to resubmit the same documents to verify income 
again.

AIV currently scheduled to run end of July 2022.

Annual Income Verification

See May 2022 Community Workgroup for an in-depth discussion on understanding, resolving, and 
troubleshooting data matching issues (DMIs)

https://agency.pennie.com/wp-content/uploads/05.20.22-CPW-Deck-Template.pdf
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What does AIV process check?
• Compares the household income from the customer’s application against federal data services hub (FDSH)
• Applies the same comparison rules and thresholds that we use when generating normal income DMIs

• If income on application greater than income from data sources, no DMI
• If income on application less than income from data sources, is difference within thresholds?

• Current threshold for triggering DMI: Up to 40% or $20,000, whichever is lower

What happens if income doesn’t align with data sources?
• Annual Income Verification DMI is generated
• Customer has 30 day reasonable opportunity period (ROP) to resolve the Annual Income DMI
• If Annual Income Verification DMI not resolved by end of ROP, no adverse action taken

Why would customers who didn’t receive an income DMI earlier in the year possibly have a discrepancy 
with federal data hub now?
• Federal data hub information is constantly updating and may not be the same as when the customer 

originally submitted their application.  For example, IRS income data will be updated after they process 
previous year tax returns.  

Annual Income Verification

See May 2022 Community Workgroup for an in-depth discussion on understanding, resolving, and 
troubleshooting data matching issues (DMIs)

https://agency.pennie.com/wp-content/uploads/05.20.22-CPW-Deck-Template.pdf
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On Documents & Verifications page, Annual Income Verification DMIs are listed separate from Income DMIs: 

Annual Income Verification

If Annual Income Verification DMI is generated, customer will receive a notice with the subject line below:

Current Income DMI

NEW Annual Income 
Verification DMI
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How is AIV different than Periodic Data Matching (PDM)?
• Both are additional eligibility checks Exchanges are required to run during the year, in addition to the eligibility checks 

that happen when customer submits an application
• AIV only checks household income, whereas PDM checks non-ESI MEC and death
• If PDM DMIs are not resolved by end of ROP, coverage is terminated.  If AIV DMIs are not resolved by end of ROP, no 

adverse action taken.

Why should customers resolve Annual Income Verification DMIs if there’s no adverse action?
• To ensure that they are receiving the right amount of APTC based on their expected income for this year and avoid a 

potential tax liability at the end of the year.
• If their expected income is different now from what they had previously applied for, it’s important that they update 

their income to get an updated eligibility determination.  
• Remember, Pennie calculates APTC on an annual basis so when a customer changes their income mid year, we will 

calculate their APTC eligibility for the rest of the year taking into account how much APTC they have already received 
to ensure customer doesn’t receive too much (or too little) APTC.  We can only do that if the customer updates their 
income promptly and if they haven’t already received too much APTC for the year.  

Annual Income Verification

See April 2022 Community Workgroup for more information on periodic data matching (PDM).
See May 2022 Community Workgroup for an in-depth discussion on understanding, resolving, and 
troubleshooting data matching issues (DMIs).
See June 2022 Community Workgroup for more information on APTC calculations including for mid-year income 
changes.

https://agency.pennie.com/wp-content/uploads/04.08.22-CPW-Deck.pdf
https://agency.pennie.com/wp-content/uploads/05.20.22-CPW-Deck-Template.pdf
https://agency.pennie.com/wp-content/uploads/06.17.22-PCW-Deck.pdf


Social Security Numbers (SSN) 
Guidance
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SSN FAQs

Who is required to provide an SSN on the Pennie application?

• Any member of the household applying for coverage who has an SSN

• Adults in the household, who are not seeking coverage, and who have an SSN (if applying for financial assistance)

Who is not required to provide an SSN?

• Any member of the household without an SSN
o Including those who recently applied for but have not yet received an SSN. They should apply now and then update 

their application when they receive their SSN.

• Children in the household, who are not seeking coverage, and who have an SNN
o TIP: We still recommend including their SSN in case the child seeks coverage later.

What happens if a customer who has an SSN doesn’t provide it on their Pennie application?

• Conditional-eligibility with an SSN DMI.
o If SSN DMI not resolved by end of ROP, will result in termination of coverage

• Customers may receive SSN DMIs if they provide their SSN but their application information doesn’t match 
Social Security Administration information

o Examples: Name mismatch, Date of Birth mismatch, Death status
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SSN FAQs

Can individuals without an SSN apply for coverage through Pennie?

• Yes, individuals without an SSN can apply. 

• All individuals are prompted to provide an SSN on the Pennie 
application, if they have one.  

• Individuals without an SSN should leave the SSN field blank.  They 
will need to provide other information demonstrating their lawful 
presence eligibility for coverage through Pennie later in the 
application.

TIP: If customer has an identification number but you’re not sure 
exactly what type of number it is, the application will tell you what 
format of identification number should be entered in that field.  

Who will likely have an SSN? Who may NOT have an SSN?

• U.S. citizens, 
• U.S. nationals, 
• Legal Permanent Residents 

(LPR or “green card holders”)

• Some lawfully present, non-U.S. citizens
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What is an Individual Taxpayer Identification Number (ITIN)?  How is ITIN different than SSN?

• Some lawfully present immigrants without an SSN may have an ITIN.

• The IRS created the ITIN in 1996 so that more working immigrants could file taxes in the US.  

• ITIN is a nine digit number formatted like an SSN, but an ITIN will start with the number 9.

• An Individual Tax Identification Number (ITIN) is used for tax purposes only and cannot be used for 
Pennie application purposes.

Should individuals provide their ITIN on their Pennie application?

• Anyone without an SSN should leave the SSN field blank, even if an individual has an ITIN. 

• ITIN will not be accepted in the SSN field, nor anywhere else on the Pennie application.

SSN vs. ITIN



Questions & Feedback 
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We Want to Hear From You

Call Customer 
Service

+1 (844) 844-4440

Mon – Friday
8:00 AM to 6:00 PM

Send Us Your 
Question

brokers@pennie.com

assisters@pennie.com

Questions & Feedback – Always Welcome

mailto:brokers@pennie.com
mailto:assisters@pennie.com


ADDRESS

312-318 Market Street, 
Bowman Tower, Floor 3
Harrisburg, 
Pennsylvania 
17101

PHONE

+1 844-844-8040

WEB

pennie.com

https://pennie.com/
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